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FROM LOOP CLUSTERS AND RANDOM INTERLACEMENTS
TO THE FREE FIELD

BY TITUS LUPU1

Université Paris-Sud, Orsay

It was shown by Le Jan that the occupation field of a Poisson ensem-
ble of Markov loops (“loop soup”) of parameter 1

2 associated to a transient
symmetric Markov jump process on a network is half the square of the Gaus-
sian free field. We construct a coupling between these loops and the free field
such that an additional constraint holds: the sign of the free field is constant
on each cluster of loops. As a consequence of our coupling we deduce that
the loop clusters of parameter 1

2 do not percolate on periodic lattices. We also

construct a coupling between the random interlacement on Zd , d ≥ 3, intro-
duced by Sznitman, and the Gaussian free field, such that the set of vertices
visited by the interlacement is contained in a one-sided level set of the free
field. We deduce an inequality between the critical level for the percolation
by level sets of the free field and the critical parameter for the percolation of
the vacant set of the random interlacement.

1. Introduction. Here we introduce our framework, some notation, state our
main results and outline the layout of the paper.

We consider a connected undirected graph G = (V ,E) where the set of ver-
tices V is at most countable and every vertex has finite degree. We do not allow
multiple edges nor loops from a vertex to itself. The edges are endowed with pos-
itive conductances (C(e))e∈E , and vertices endowed with a nonnegative killing
measure (κ(x))x∈V . κ may be uniformly zero. (Xt)0≤t<ζ is a continuous-time
sub-Markovian jump process on V . Given two neighboring vertices x and y, the
transition rate from x to y equals the conductance C(x, y). Moreover there is a
transition rate κ(x) from x ∈ V to a cemetery point outside V . Once such a tran-
sition occurs, the process X is considered to be killed. Moreover we allow X to
blow up in finite time, that is, to leave all finite sets. ζ is either +∞ or the first
time X gets killed or blows up. We assume that X is transient, which is a condition
on C and κ . In particular if κ is not uniformly zero, X is transient. (G(x, y))x,y∈V

denotes the Green function of X,

G(x,y) = Ex

[∫ ζ

0
1X=y dt

]
,

and G is symmetric.
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Let (Pt
x,y(·))x,y∈V,t>0 be the bridge probability measures of X, conditioned on

ζ > t , and let (pt (x, y))x,y∈V,t≥0 be the transition probabilities of X. The measure
μ on time-parametrized loops associated to X is, as defined in [13],

μ(·) = ∑
x∈V

∫ +∞
0

Pt
x,x(·)pt (x, x)

dt

t
.(1.1)

Let α > 0. Lα is defined to be the Poisson point process in the space of loops
on G with intensity αμ. It is sometimes called the loop-soup of parameter α. The
occupation field (L̂x

α)x∈V of Lα is

L̂x
α = ∑

γ∈Lα

∫ T (γ )

0
1γ (t)=x dt,

where T (γ ) is the duration of the loop γ . The loops of Lα may be partitioned into
clusters: if γ, γ ′ ∈ Lα belong to the same cluster if there is a chain γ0, . . . , γn of
loops in Lα such that γ0 = γ , γn = γ ′ and for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} γi−1 and γi visit a
common vertex [14]. A cluster C is a set of loops, but it also induces a sub-graph
of G. Its vertices are the vertices of G visited by at least one loop in C, and its edges
are those that join two consecutive points of a loop in C. Therefore we will also
consider C as a subset of vertices and a subset of edges and use the notation γ ∈ C,
x ∈ C and e ∈ C where γ is a loop, x is a vertex and e is an edge. Cα will be the
random set of all clusters of Lα . It induces a partition of V .

Let (φx)x∈V be the Gaussian free field on G, that is, the mean-zero Gaussian
field with E[φxφy] = G(x,y). In [13], Section 5, Le Jan showed that at intensity
parameter α = 1

2 the occupation field (L̂x
1/2)x∈V has the same law as (1

2φ2
x)x∈V .

This equality in law may be seen as an extension of Dynkin’s isomorphism [4,
5] and in turn enables an alternative derivation of some version of Dynkin’s iso-
morphism through the use of Palm’s identity for Poisson point processes [7, 15]
and [16], Section 4.3. However, the question of relating the sign of φ to L1/2 has
remained open. In this paper we show the following:

THEOREM 1. There is a coupling between the Poisson ensemble of loops L1/2
and the Gaussian free field φ such that the following two constraints hold:

• for all x ∈ V , L̂x
1/2 = 1

2φ2
x ;

• for all C ∈ C1/2, the sign of φ is constant on the vertices of C.

In Section 2 we will construct the coupling that satisfies the constraints of The-
orem 1. To this end we will introduce the metric graph G̃ associated to the graph
G and interpolate the loops in L1/2 by continuous loops on G̃. In Section 3 we will
show that the same coupling can be described without using the metric graph G̃
and the interpolation of loops:

THEOREM 1 BIS. Consider the following construction:
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• First sample the Poisson ensemble of loops L1/2 with (L̂x
1/2)x∈V being its occu-

pation field and C1/2 the set of its clusters.
• For any edge {x, y} not visited by any loop in L1/2, choose to open it with

probability 1 − exp(−2C(x, y)
√
L̂x

1/2L̂
y
1/2). By doing so, some cluster of C1/2

may merge, and this induces a partition C′ of V in larger clusters.
• For all clusters C′ ∈ C′ sample independent uniformly distributed in {−1,+1}

r.v. σ(C′).
• Set φx := σ(C′(x))

√
2L̂x

1/2 where C′(x) is the cluster in C′ containing the ver-
tex x.

(φx)x∈V is then a Gaussian free field on G. Moreover the obtained coupling be-
tween L1/2 and φ is the same, in law, as the one constructed in Section 2.

In Section 4 we will give an alternative, direct proof that the coupling holds
using its description given in Section 3.

In Section 5 we will apply Theorem 1 to the loop percolation problem. The
loops of L1/2 are said to percolate if there is an unbounded cluster of loops. This
question of percolation was studied in [14] and [3]. Obviously from Theorem 1, it
follows that the loops do not percolate if the sign clusters of φ are all bounded, but
we will show that even in some situations where φ is known to have some (two)
infinite sign clusters, the loops of L1/2 still do not percolate:

THEOREM 2. Consider the following networks:

• Z2 with uniform conductances and a nonzero uniform killing measure;
• the discrete half-plane Z×N with instantaneous killing on the boundary Z×{0}

and no killing elsewhere;
• Zd , d ≥ 3, with uniform conductances and no killing measure.

On all above networks L1/2 does not percolate.

We will also give a bound for the probability that two vertices belong to the
same cluster of loops.

In Section 6 we consider random interlacements on Zd introduced by Sznitman
[22]. We consider that the edges of Zd have conductances equal to 1 and that
(G(x, y))x,y∈Zd and (φx)x∈Zd are the corresponding Green function and Gaussian
free field. Given K a finite subset of Zd , let eK be the equilibrium measure of K

(supported on K),

∀x ∈ K, eK

({x})= Px(∀j ≥ 1, Yj /∈ K).

The capacity of K is

cap(K) = eK(K).
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We consider doubly infinite trajectories on Zd , (xj )j∈Z, parametrized by discrete
time j ∈ Z. Let QK be the measure on such trajectories, of total mass cap(K),
such that:

• the measure on x0 induced by QK is eK ;
• conditional on x0, (xj )j≥0 and (yj )j≤0 are independent;
• conditional on x0, (xj )j≥0 is a nearest neighbor random walk on Zd starting

from x0;
• conditional on x0, (x−j )j≥0 is a nearest neighbor random walk on Zd starting

from x0 conditioned not to return in K for j ≥ 1.

There is an (infinite) measure μil on right continuous doubly infinite trajectories
(w(t))t∈R on Zd , parametrized by continuous time, considered up to a translation
of parametrization [(w(t))t∈R same as (w(t))t+t0∈R] such that:

• limt→+∞ |w(t)| = limt→−∞ |w(t)| = +∞ μil-almost everywhere;
• for any finite subset K of Zd , by restricting μil to trajectories visiting K , choos-

ing the initial time t = 0 to be the first entrance time in K and taking the skeleton
(the doubly infinite sequence of successively visited vertices), we get the mea-
sure QK ;

• under μil , conditional on the skeleton, the doubly infinite sequence of holding
times of the trajectory (times spent at vertices before jumping to neighbors) is
i.i.d. with exponential distribution of mean (2d)−1.

See [22] and [23].
The random interlacement Iu of level u > 0 is the Poisson point process of

intensity uμil . The vacant set Vu of Iu is the set of vertices not visited by any
of the trajectories in Iu. There is u∗ ∈ (0,+∞) such that for u < u∗ Vu has a.s.
infinite connected components and for u > u∗ Vu has a.s. only finite connected
components ([21, 22]).

The occupation field (Lx(Iu))x∈Zd of the interlacement Iu is defined as

Lx(Iu) := ∑
w∈Iu

∫ +∞
−∞

1w(t)=x dt.

In [23] Sznitman showed the following isomorphism between (Lx(Iu))x∈Zd and
the Gaussian free field: Let (φ′

x)x∈Zd be a copy of the free field independent of
(Lx(Iu))x∈Zd . Then(

Lx(Iu)+ 1
2φ′2

x

)
x∈Zd

(d)= (1
2(φx − √

2u)2)
x∈Zd .(1.2)

This isomorphism can be used to relate the random interlacement to the level sets
of the Gaussian free field. There is h∗ ∈ [0,+∞) such that for h < h∗, the set
{x ∈ Zd |φx > h} has infinite connected components, and for h > h∗ only finite
connected components [2, 19]. h∗ is positive if the dimension d high enough [19].
In Section 6 we will prove the following:
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THEOREM 3. For all u > 0, there is a coupling between Iu and φ such that
a.s., {

x ∈ Zd |φx >
√

2u
}⊆ Vu.

In particular,

h∗ ≤√
2u∗.

This theorem is again obtained by replacing the discrete graph Zd by a metric
graph.

2. Coupling through interpolation by a metric graph. One can associate a
measure on loops following the formal pattern of (1.1) to a wide range of Marko-
vian or sub-Markovian processes. In [15] and [7] the authors give quite general
definitions for a wide range of cases. The setting of [7] will cover our needs. In
this article the measure on loops is defined for transient Borel right processes on a
locally compact state space with a countable base, that have 0-potential densities
with respect some sigma-finite measure, the 0-potential densities being assumed
to be finite everywhere (in particular on the diagonal) and continuous. In [16],
Lupu specifically studied the measures on loops associated to one-dimensional
diffusions and the corresponding loop ensembles. This case is of particular inter-
est for the proof of Theorem 1. Indeed in the setting of one-dimensional diffusions
the occupation fields are continuous space-parametrized processes with nonnega-
tive values, and the clusters of loops correspond exactly to the excursions of the
occupation field above zero (Proposition 4.7 in [16]). In particular for the loop
ensemble of parameter 1

2 , the clusters of loops are exactly the sign clusters of the
one-dimensional Gaussian free field.

The nice identity between the clusters of loops and the sign clusters of GFF
in case of one-dimensional diffusions leads us to consider the metric graph or
cable system G̃ associated to the graph G [1, 6, 8]. Topologically G̃ is constructed
as follows: to each edge e of G corresponds a different compact interval, each
endpoint of this interval being identified to one of the two vertices adjacent to e

in G; for every vertex x ∈ V the intervals corresponding to the edges adjacent to x

are glued together at the endpoints identified to the vertex x. We will consider V

to be a subset of G̃. Given any e ∈ E, Ie will denote the subset of G̃ made of the
interval corresponding to e minus its two endpoints. Topologically Ie is an open
interval. G̃ is the disjoint union

G̃ = V ∪ ⋃
e∈E

Ie.

We further endow G̃ with a metric structure by assigning a finite length to each of
the (Ie)e∈I . The length of Ie is set to be

ρ(e) := 1

2C(e)
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which makes Ie isometric to (0, ρ(e)). This particular choice of the lengths will be
explained farther. Let m be the Borel measure on G̃ assigning a zero mass to V ,
a mass ρ(e) to each of the Ie and to a subinterval of Ie a mass equal to its length.
m is σ -finite.

On G̃ one can define a standard Brownian motion B G̃ . Here we give a descrip-
tion through chaining stopped Markovian paths on G̃; see [1, 6] and [8]. If B G̃

starts in the interior Ie of an edge, it behaves as the standard Brownian motion on
Ie until it reaches a vertex. To describe the behavior of B G̃ starting from a vertex,
we use the excursions. Let x0 ∈ V , x1, . . . , xdeg(x0) the vertices adjacent to x0 and
{x0, x1}, . . . , {x0, xdeg(x0)} the edges joining x0 to one of its neighbors. Let (Bt )t≥0
be a standard Brownian motion on R starting from 0. To each excursion e of
(Bt )t≥0 away from 0 we associate a random variable x(e) uniformly distributed in
{x1, . . . , xdeg(x0)}. We chose the different r.v.’s x(e) to be independent, conditional
on the family of excursions of (Bt )t≥0. et the excursion straddling the time t . Let

T{x1,...,xdeg(x0)} := inf
{
t ≥ 0||Bt | ≥ ρ

({
x0, x(et )

})}
.

To the path (Bt )0≤t≤T{x1,...,xdeg(x0)} we associate a path in G̃: it starts at x0 and

each excursion e of (Bt )0≤t≤T{x1,...,xdeg(x0)} is performed in I{x0,x(e)} instead of R.

The obtained path has the law of B G̃ starting at x0 and stopped at reaching
{x1, . . . , xdeg(x0)}. Let (L

y
t (B))t≥0,y∈R be the continuous family of local times of

B and (L
y
t (B

G̃))t≥0,y∈G̃ the family of local times of B G̃ started at x0, relative to
the measure m. Let y ∈ I{x0,xi} and δ be the length of the subinterval (x0, y) of
I{x0,xi}. Then(

L
y
t

(
B G̃))

0≤t≤T{x1,...,xdeg(x0)}

=
(∫ t

0
1x(es )=xi

(
dLδ

s(B) + dL−δ
s (B)

))
0≤t≤T{x1,...,xdeg(x0)}

,

and the limit, uniform in time, of the above process as y converges to x0 is(
2

deg(x0)
L0

t (B)

)
0≤t≤T{x1,...,xdeg(x0)}

,

whatever the value of i. Let B(x0, δ) be the ball in G̃ around x0 of radius δ. If
δ ≤ min1≤i≤deg(x0) ρ({x0, xi}), then m(B(x0, δ)) = deg(x0)δ. It follows that for t ∈
[0, T{x1,...,xdeg(x0)}]

lim
δ→0

1

m(B(x0, δ))

∫ t

0
1
B
G̃
s ∈B(x0,δ)

ds = lim
δ→0

1

deg(x0)δ

∫ t

0
1|Bs |<δ ds

= 2

deg(x0)
L0

t (B).
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It follows that the process (B G̃
t )0≤t≤T{x1,...,xdeg(x0)} has a space–time continuous fam-

ily of local times. By concatenating different stopped paths we get that the whole
process B G̃ has space–time continuous local times relative to the measure m. The
measure on the height of excursions (in absolute value) induced by the measure on
Brownian excursions is (see [18], Chapter XII, Section 4)

1a>0
da

a2 .

It follows that L0
T{x1,...,xdeg(x0)}

(B) is an exponential random variable with mean

deg(x0)∑degx0
i=1 ρ({x0, xi})−1

= deg(x0)

2
∑degx0

i=1 C(x0, xi)
.

L
x0
T{x1,...,xdeg(x0)}

(B G̃) is an exponential random variable with mean

1∑degx0
i=1 C(x0, xi)

and

Px0

(
B G̃

T{x1,...,xdeg(x0)}
= xj

)= C(x0, xj )∑degx0
i=1 C(x0, xi)

;

see also Theorem 2.1 in [8]. This explains our particular choice of the lengths
(ρ(e))e∈E .

From now on the Brownian motion B G̃ on G̃ is considered to be constructed,
and the starting point to be arbitrary. It is not excluded that B G̃ blows up in finite
time. A necessary but not sufficient condition of this is the existence of a path of
finite length that visits infinitely many vertices. Let κ̃ be the following measure
on G̃:

κ̃ := ∑
x∈V

κ(x)δx.

Let ζ̃ be the first time either B G̃ blows up, or the additive functional∫
y∈G̃

L
y
t

(
B G̃)κ̃(dy) = ∑

x∈V

Lx
t

(
B G̃)κ(x)

hits an independent exponential time with mean 1. ζ̃ = +∞ a.s. if κ ≡ 0 and B G̃

is conservative. For 
 ≥ 0 let τ
 be the stopping time

τ
 := inf
{
T ≥ 0

∣∣∣ ∑
x∈V

Lx
t

(
B G̃)≥ 


}
.
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If the starting point of B G̃ is a vertex, then the process (B G̃
τl
)0≤
<

∑
x∈V Lx

ζ̃
(BG̃)

has

the same law as the Markov jump process X on V . In particular it follows that the
process (B G̃

t )0≤t<ζ̃ is transient.

The 0-potential of the process (B G̃
t )0≤t<ζ̃ has a density relative to the mea-

sure m, the Green function (G(y, z))y,z∈G̃ . We use the same notation as for the
Green function of X because the latter is the restriction to V of the first. The value
of (G(y, z))y,z∈G̃ on the interior of the edges is obtained from its value on the
vertices by interpolation. Let (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) be two pairs of adjacent ver-
tices in G. Let z1, respectively, z2, be a point in the interval [x1, y1], respectively,
[x2, y2], and r1, respectively, r2, be the length of [x1, z1], respectively, [x2, z2].
Then G(z1, z2) equals

1

ρ({x1, y1})ρ({x2, y2})
((

ρ
({x1, y1})− r1

)(
ρ
({x2, y2})− r2

)
G(x1, x2)

+ r1r2G(y1, y2) + r1
(
ρ
({x2, y2})− r2

)
G(y1, x2) + (

ρ
({x1, y1})− r1

)
(2.1)

× r2G(x1, y2)
)+ 1{x1,y1}={x2,y2}2

(
r1 ∧ r2 − r1r2

ρ({x1, y1})
)
,

where by convention (x1, y1) = (x2, y2) if {x1, y1} = {x2, y2}.
Let (φy)y∈G̃ be the Gaussian free field on G̃ with covariance function G. Its

restriction to V is the Gaussian free field on the graph G; hence we use the same
notation. Conditional on (φx)x∈V , (φy)y∈G̃ is obtained by joining on every edge e

the two values of φ on its endpoints by an independent bridge of length ρ(e) of a
Brownian motion with variance 2 at time 1 (not a standard Brownian bridge). In
particular (φy)y∈G̃ has a continuous version.

The process (B G̃
t )0≤t<ζ̃ fits into the framework of [7] and one can associate to it

a measure on time-parametrized continuous loops μ̃. Let L̃α be the Poisson point
process of loops of intensity αμ̃. We would like to stress that by loop we only
mean continuous paths with the same starting and endpoint, without assumptions
on its homotopy class; actually most loops in L̃α are topologically trivial. Just
as the process (B G̃

t )0≤t<ζ̃ itself, the loop γ̃ ∈ L̃α can be endowed with space–

time continuous local times (L
y
t (γ̃ ))0≤t≤T (γ̃ ),y∈G̃ relative to the measure m. The

occupation field (L̂y
α)y∈G̃ is defined as

L̂y
α = ∑

γ̃∈L̃α

L
y

T (γ̃ )
(γ̃ ).

The restriction of (L̂y
α)y∈G̃ to the set of vertices V has the same law as the occu-

pation field of the discrete loops Lα , hence the same notation. As in the discrete
case, at α = 1

2 , (L̂y
1/2)y∈G̃ has the same law as (1

2φ2
y)y∈G̃ ; see Theorem 3.1 in [7].

The discrete-space loops of Lα can be obtained from the continuous loops L̃α

by taking the print of the latter on V . This is described in [7], Section 7.3, or in a
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less general situation of the restriction of the loops of one-dimensional diffusions
to a discrete subset in [16], Section 3.7. We explain how the restriction from G̃
to V works. First of all we consider only the subset {γ̃ ∈ L̃α|γ̃ visits V } because
the print of other loops on V is empty. Next we re-root the loops so as to have the
starting point in V : to each loop γ̃ visiting V we associate a uniform r.v. on (0,1)

Uγ̃ , these different r.v.’s being independent conditional on the loops. We introduce
the time

τV (γ̃ ) := inf
{
t ∈ [

0, T (γ̃ )
]∣∣∣ ∑

x∈V

Lx
t (γ̃ ) ≥ Uγ̃

∑
x∈V

Lx
T (γ̃ )(γ̃ )

}
.

For each loop γ̃ visiting V we make a rotation of parametrization so as to have
the starting and end-time at τV (γ̃ ) instead of 0. Let L̃′ be the set of the new re-
parametrized loops. For each γ̃ ′ ∈ L̃′ and 
 ∈ [0,

∑
x∈V Lx

T (γ̃ ′)(γ̃
′)] we define

τV



(
γ̃ ′) := inf

{
t ∈ [

0, T
(
γ̃ ′)]∣∣∣ ∑

x∈V

Lx
t

(
γ̃ ′)≥ 


}
.

The set of V -valued loops{(
γ̃ ′
τV

 (γ̃ ′)

)
0≤
≤∑x∈V Lx

T (γ̃ ′)(γ̃
′)|γ̃ ′ ∈ L̃′}

has the same law as Lα .
Next we explain how to reconstruct {γ̃ ∈ L̃α|γ̃ visits V } from Lα by adding

random excursions to the discrete-space loops. We won’t give the proof of this. For
elements supporting what we explain see [13], Chapter 7, and [16], Corollary 3.11.
Let x0 ∈ V and {x1, . . . , xdeg(x0)} be the vertices adjacent to x0. Let η+ be the
intensity measure of positive Brownian excursions. To every loop γ ∈ Lα spending
a time 
 in x0 before jumping to one of its neighbors or before stopping, one has
to add excursions from x0 to x0 in

⋃deg(x0)
i=1 I{x0,xi} according to a Poisson point

process, the intensity of excursions that take place inside the edge I{x0,xi} being


 × 1height excursion<ρ({x0,xi})η+.(2.2)

Let x, y be two adjacent vertices. Whenever a loop γ ∈ Lα jumps from x to y, one
has to add a Brownian excursion from x to y inside I{x,y} (a Brownian excursion
from 0 to a > 0 is a Bessel-3 process started from 0 run until hitting a). All the
added excursions have to be independent conditional on Lα . At this stage we get a
Poisson point process of continuous loops in G̃, but all have a starting point lying
in V . The final step is to choose for each a new random starting point distributed
uniformly on their duration. What we get has the law of {γ̃ ∈ L̃α|γ̃ visits V }.

From now on we assume that Lα and L̃α are naturally coupled on the same
probability space through restriction. L̃α has loop clusters, and we will denote by
C̃α the set of these clusters. Obviously each cluster of Lα is contained in a cluster
of L̃α , but with positive probability a cluster of L̃α may contain several clusters
of Lα . We will prove the following:
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PROPOSITION 2.1. There is a coupling between the Poisson ensemble of
loops L̃1/2 and a continuous version of the Gaussian free field (φy)y∈G̃ such that
the following two constraints hold:

• for all y ∈ G̃, L̂y
1/2 = 1

2φ2
y ;

• the clusters of loops of L̃1/2 are exactly the sign clusters of (φy)y∈G̃ .

Theorem 1 follows from the above proposition because the restriction of
(L̂y

1/2)y∈G̃ to V is (L̂x
1/2)x∈V , the restriction of (φy)y∈G̃ to V is the Gaussian free

field on G, and the sign of φ is constant on the clusters of L̃1/2, hence also constant
on the clusters of L1/2.

The first step in proving Proposition 2.1 is to show that there is a realization of
L̃α such that its occupation field (L̂y

α)y∈G̃ is continuous. We know already that each
individual loop in L̃α has space–time continuous local times and that the process
(L̂y

α)y∈G̃ considered for itself, regardless of the loops, has a continuous version;
see [16], Section 4.2. However, this does not automatically imply that a realization
of (L̂y

α)y∈G̃ as the occupation field of L̃α can be made continuous. (There are
infinitely many loops above each point in G̃, and the occupation field is an infinite
sum of continuous functions.) A counterexample is given in [16], Section 4.2, the
remark after Proposition 4.5.

LEMMA 2.2. There is a realization of L̃α such that its occupation field
(L̂y

α)y∈G̃ is continuous.

PROOF. We divide the loops of L̃α into three classes:

(i) the loops that visit at least two vertices in V ;
(ii) the loops that visit only one vertex in V ;

(iii) the loops that do not visit any vertex and are contained in the interior of an
edge.

Above any vertex x ∈ V are only finitely many loops of type (i); see [13], Chap-
ter 2, for the exact expression of their intensity. Each individual loop of type (i) has
a continuous occupation field, and the sum of this occupation fields is locally finite
and therefore continuous.

Let x0 ∈ V and {x1, . . . , xdeg(x0)} be the vertices adjacent to x0. We consider now
the loops of type (ii) such that x0 is the only vertex they visit, which we denote by
(γ̃j )j≥0. Conditional on L

x0
T (γ̃j )

(γ̃j ), γ̃j is obtained by launching excursion from

x0 to x0 in
⋃deg(x0)

i=1 I{x0,xi} according to a Poisson point process, the intensity of
excursions that take place inside the edge I{x0,xi} being [see (2.2)]

L
x0
T (γ̃j )

(γ̃j ) × 1height excursion<ρ({x0,xi})η+.
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If we consider all the loops (γ̃j )j≥0, we obtain an intensity(∑
j≥0

L
x0
T (γ̃j )

(γ̃j )

)
× 1height excursion<ρ({x0,xi})η+.

The continuity of the occupation field of (γ̃j )j≥0 follows from the continuity of
Brownian local times.

Let e be an edge. We consider the loops of type (iii) that are contained in Ie.
They have the same law as a Poisson ensemble of loops of parameter α associated
to the standard Brownian motion on the bounded interval Ie killed upon reaching
either of its boundary points. This situation was entirely covered in [16]. According
to Corollary 5.5 in [16] it is possible to construct these loops and a continuous
version on their occupation field on the same probability space. All the subtlety
of our lemma lies in this point. Moreover according to Proposition 4.6 in [16] the
occupation field of these loops converges to 0 at the end-vertices of Ie. �

From now on we consider only the continuous realization of the occupation
field (L̂y

α)y∈G̃ . We call a positive component of (L̂y
α)y∈G̃ a maximal connected

subset of G̃ on which the occupation field is positive. It is open, and by continuity
the occupation field is zero on the boundary of a positive component. Given a
continuous loop γ̃ , Range(γ̃ ) will denote its range.

LEMMA 2.3. Let C̃ ∈ C̃α be a cluster of L̃α . Then⋃
γ̃∈C̃

Range(γ̃ )

is a positive component of (L̂y
α)y∈G̃ . Conversely every positive component of

(L̂y
α)y∈G̃ is of this form.

PROOF. The following almost sure properties hold:

(i) for every γ̃ ∈ L̃α the occupation field of γ̃ is positive in the interior of
Range(γ̃ ) and zero on the boundary ∂ Range(γ̃ );

(ii) for every γ̃ ∈ L̃α and y ∈ ∂ Range(γ̃ ), there is another loop γ̃ ′ ∈ L̃α such
that y is contained in the interior Int(Range(γ̃ ′)) of Range(γ̃ ′).

Property (i) comes from an analogous property of a finite duration one-
dimensional Brownian path: its occupation field is positive on its range, except
at the maximum and the minimum where it is zero.

We briefly explain why property (ii) is true. First of all the boundary ∂ Range(γ̃ )

is finite because it can intersect an edge in at most two points, and a loop visits
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finitely many edges. Moreover any deterministic point in G̃ is almost surely cov-
ered by the interior of the range of a loop. Applying Palm’s identity, one gets (ii):

E
[
�

{
γ̃ ∈ L̃α

∣∣∣∂ Range(γ̃ )�
⋃

γ̃ ′∈L̃α

Int
(
Range

(
γ̃ ′))}]

= α

∫
P
(
∂ Range(γ̃ )�

⋃
γ̃ ′∈L̃α

Int
(
Range

(
γ̃ ′)))μ̃(dγ̃ ) = 0.

Properties (i) and (ii) imply on one hand that the zero set of (L̂y
α)y∈G̃ is exactly

the set of all points in G̃ that are not visited by any loop in L̃α and on the other
hand that any point visited by a loop cannot belong to the boundary of a cluster of
loops. This in turn implies the lemma. �

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.1. First sample L̃1/2 with a continuous version

of its occupation field. Consider (
√

2L̂y
1/2)y∈G̃ as a realization of (|φy |)y∈G̃ , and

sample the sign of the Gaussian free field φ independently from L̃1/2 conditional

on (
√

2L̂y
1/2)y∈G̃ . Then according to Lemma 2.3 the clusters of L̃1/2 are exactly

the positive components of (|φy |)y∈G̃ which are the sign clusters of (φy)y∈G̃ . �

3. Alternative description of the coupling. In this section we give en al-
ternative description on the coupling between L1/2 and (φx)x∈V constructed in
Section 2 that does not use L̃1/2 as intermediate. First we deal with the law of the
sign of φ conditional on (|φy |)y∈G̃ . We will show that one has to chose the sign in-
dependently for each positive component of (|φy |)y∈G̃ and uniformly distributed in
{−1,+1}. Then we will deal with the probability of a cluster of continuous loops
occupying entirely an edge e conditional on discrete-space loops L1/2 and on the
event that none of these loops occupies e.

Let K be a nonempty compact connected subset of G̃. ∂K is finite, G̃ \ K

has finitely many connected components and the closure of each of these con-
nected components is itself a metric graph associated to some discrete graph.
Let TK be the first time the Brownian motion B G̃ , started outside K , hits K . Let
(GG̃\K(y, z))y,z∈G̃\K be the Green function relative to the measure m of the killed

process (B G̃
t )0≤t<ζ̃∧TK

. GG̃\K is symmetric, continuous and extends continuously

to G̃ \ K by taking value 0 on the boundary. Actually GG̃\K is obtained by inter-

polation from its values on the vertices and ∂K as in (2.1). Let (φ
G̃\K
y )y∈G̃\K be

the Gaussian free field on G̃ \ K with variance–covariance function GG̃\K . Let f

be a function on ∂K and uf,K be the following function on G̃ \ K :

uf,K(y) := Ey

[
f
(
B G̃

TK

)
1TK<ζ̃

]
.
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By the Markov property of (φy)y∈G̃ , conditional on (φy)y∈K , (φy)y∈G̃\K has the

same law as (uφ,K(y)+φ
G̃\K
y )y∈G̃\K . We consider now a random connected com-

pact subset K. We use the equivalent σ -algebras on the connected compact subsets:

• the σ -algebra induced by the events ({K ⊆ U})U open subset of G̃ ;
• the σ -algebra induced by the events ({F ∩K �= ∅})F closed subset of G̃ .

Below we state a strong Markov property for the Gaussian free field (φy)y∈G̃ . It
can be derived from the simple Markov property; see [20], Chapter 2, Section 2.4,
Theorem 4.

STRONG MARKOV PROPERTY. Let K be a random compact connected subset
of G̃ such that for every deterministic open subset U of G̃, the event {K ⊆ U}
is measurable with respect to (φy)y∈U . Then conditional on K and (φy)y∈K,

(φy)y∈G̃\K has the same law as (uφ,K(y) + φ
G̃\K
y )y∈G̃\K.

LEMMA 3.1. Given y0 ∈ G̃ we denote by Fy0 the closure of the positive com-
ponent of (|φy |)y∈G̃ containing y0 (a.s. φy0 �= 0). Then the field (−1y∈Fy0

φy +
1y /∈Fy0

φy)y∈G̃ has the same law as the Gaussian free field (φy)y∈G̃ .

PROOF. By construction Fy0 is closed and connected, but not necessarily com-
pact if V is not finite. φ is zero on ∂Fy0 .

We first consider the case of V being finite. Then Fy0 is compact. According
to the strong Markov property, conditional on Fy0 and (φy)y∈Fy0

, (φy)y∈G̃\Fy0
has

the same law as (φ
G̃\Fy0
y )y∈G̃\Fy0

, but φG̃\Fy0 and −φG̃\Fy0 have the same law. Thus
(1y∈Fy0

φy − 1y /∈Fy0
φy)y∈G̃ has the same law as φ. Since φ and −φ have the same

law, (−1y∈Fy0
φy + 1y /∈Fy0

φy)y∈G̃ also has the same law as φ.
If V is infinite, let x0 ∈ V . Let Vn be the set of vertices separated from x0 by at

most n edges. Vn is finite. V0 = {x0} and V1 is made of x0 and all its neighbors.
For n ≥ 1, let En be the set of edges either connecting two vertices in Vn−1 or
a vertex in Vn \ Vn−1 to a vertex in Vn−1. Gn := (Vn,En) is a connected sub-
graph of G. Let G̃n be the metric graph associated to the graph Gn, viewed as
a compact subset of G̃. For n large enough such that y0 ∈ G̃n, let Fy0,n be the

positive component of (|φG̃\(Vn\Vn−1)
y |)y∈G̃ containing y0, which is compact. As in

the previous case, (−1y∈Fy0,nφ
G̃\(Vn\Vn−1)
y +1y /∈Fy0,nφ

G̃\(Vn\Vn−1)
y )y∈G̃ has the same

law as φG̃\(Vn\Vn−1). As n converges to +∞, the first field converges in law to
(−1y∈Fy0

φy + 1y /∈Fy0
φy)y∈G̃ , and the second field converges in law to φ, which

proves the lemma. �

LEMMA 3.2. Conditional on (|φy |)y∈G̃ , the sign of φ on each of its connected
components is distributed independently and uniformly in {−1,+1}.
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PROOF. Let (yn)n≥0 be a dense sequence in G̃. Let (σn)n≥0 be an i.i.d. se-
quence of uniformly distributed variables in {−1,+1} independent of φ. Accord-
ing to Lemma 3.1, the field(

N∏
n=0

(σn1y∈Fyn
+ 1y /∈Fyn

) × φy

)
y∈G̃

has the same law as φ, whatever the value of N . Moreover as N converges to
+∞, this field converges in law to the field obtained by choosing uniformly and
independently a sign for each positive component of (|φy |)y∈G̃ . �

Next we consider the discrete-space loops L1/2 and continuous loops L̃1/2 cou-
pled in the natural way though the restriction of the latter to V . We deal with the
probability of a cluster of continuous loops occupying entirely an edge e condi-
tional on L1/2 and on the event that none of discrete-space loops occupies e. This
event is the same as the occupation field L̂1/2 staying positive on Ie and not hav-
ing zeros there. Let e = {x, y} be an edge joining vertices x and y. In case e is not
occupied by a loop of L1/2, there are three kind of paths visiting Ie:

• The loops of entirely L̃1/2 contained in Ie. These are independent L1/2 as they
have no print on V . The occupation field of these loops is the square of a stan-
dard Brownian bridge of length ρ(e) from 0 at x to 0 at y ([16], Proposition 4.5).

• The Poisson point process of excursions from x to x inside Ie of the loops in
L̃1/2 visiting x. The intensity of excursions is

L̂x
1/2 × 1height excursion<ρ(e)η+.

Conditional on L̂x
1/2, this Poisson point process of excursions is independent

from L1/2. Its occupation field is, according to the second Ray–Knight theorem,
the square of a Bessel-0 process with initial value L̂x

1/2 at x, conditioned to hit 0
before time ρ(e).

• The Poisson point process of excursions from y to y inside Ie of the loops in
L̃1/2 visiting y. The picture is the same as above.

We will denote by (b
(T )
t )0≤t≤T a standard Brownian bridge from 0 to 0 of length

T and (β
(T ,
)
t )t≥0 a square of a Bessel 0 process starting from 
 at t = 0 and

conditioned to hit 0 before time T . We have the following picture:

PROPERTY 3.3. Conditional on the discrete-space loops L1/2, the events of
the family ({L̂1/2 has a zero on Ie})e∈E\⋃C∈C1/2

C are independent. Let e = {x, y}
be an edge. The probability

P
(
L̂1/2 has a zero on Ie

∣∣∣L1/2, e ∈ E
∖ ⋃

C∈C1/2

C
)
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is the same as for the sum of three independent processes,(
b

(ρ(e))2
t + β

(ρ(e),L̂x
1/2)

t + β
(ρ(e),L̂y

1/2)

ρ(e)−t

)
0≤t≤ρ(e),

having a zero on (0, ρ(e)).

LEMMA 3.4. Let T , 
1, 
2 > 0. The probability that the sum of three indepen-
dent processes (

b
(T )2
t + β

(T ,
1)
t + β

(T ,
2)
T −t

)
0≤t≤T(3.1)

has a zero on (0, T ) is

1√
π

∫ +∞
0

exp
(
− 
1
2

(2T )2s
− s

)
ds√

s
.(3.2)

PROOF. We will break the symmetry of expression (3.1) and use the fact that
the process (b

(T )2
t + β

(T ,
2)
T −t )0≤t≤T has the same law as the square of a standard

Brownian bridge of length T from 0 to
√


2; see [18], Chapter XI, Section 3. For
process (3.1) to have a zero on (0, T ), the process β(T ,
1) has to hit 0 before the
last zero of (b

(T )2
t + β

(T ,
2)
T −t )0≤t≤T .

According to the Ray–Knight theorem, the time when the square Bessel 0
started from 
1 hits 0 has the same law as the maximum of a standard Brown-
ian motion started from 0 and stopped at its local time at 0 reaching the level 
1.
The distribution of this maximum is

1a>0

1

2a2 exp
(
− 
1

2a

)
da.

In β(T ,
1) we condition on hitting zero before time T , so the distribution of the first
zero is

10<t2<T


1

2t2
1

exp
(


1

2T
− 
1

2t1

)
dt1.(3.3)

Let (Bt )t≥0 be a standard Brownian motion on R started from 0 and

gT := sup
{
t ∈ [0, T ]|Bt = 0

}
.

The joint distribution of (gT ,BT ) is (see [18], Chapter XII, Section 3)

10<a<T

|x| exp(−x2/(2(T − a)))

2π
√

a(T − a)3
da dx.

If we condition by BT = √

2 we get the distribution of the last zero of (b

(T )2
t +

β
(T ,
2)
T −t )0≤t≤T , which is

10<t1<T

√

2T exp(
2/(2T ) − 
2/(2(T − t2)))√

2πt2(T − t2)3
dt2.(3.4)
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Gathering (3.3) and (3.4) we get that the probability that we are interested in is√

2T

2π
exp

(

1 + 
2

2T

)∫ T

0

∫ t2

0


1

2t2
1

exp
(
− 
1

2t1

)
exp(−
2/(2(T − t2)))√

t2(T − t2)3
dt1 dt2

=
√


2T

2π
exp

(

1 + 
2

2T

)∫ T

0
exp

(
− 
1

2t2
− 
2

2(T − t2)

)
dt2√

t2(T − t2)3
.

By performing the change of variables

s := 
2

2T

t2

T − t2
,

we get integral (3.2). �

LEMMA 3.5. For all λ ≥ 0,∫ +∞
0

exp
(
−λ

s
− s

)
ds√

s
= √

πe−2
√

λ.

PROOF. Let

f (λ) :=
∫ +∞

0
exp

(
−λ

s
− s

)
ds√

s
.

Then f (0) = �(1
2) = √

π and

f ′(λ) = −
∫ +∞

0
exp

(
−λ

s
− s

)
ds√
s3

.

By doing the change of variables z = λ
s
, we get that

f ′(λ) = − 1√
λ

∫ +∞
0

exp
(
−z − λ

z

)
dz√

z
,

and f satisfies the ODE

f ′(λ) = − 1√
λ
f (λ)

with initial condition f (0) = √
π , thus f (λ) = √

πe−2
√

λ. �

COROLLARY 3.6. Conditional on the discrete-space loops L1/2, the events of
the family ({L̂1/2 has a zero on Ie})e∈E\⋃C∈C1/2

C are independent, and the corre-

sponding probabilities are given by

P
(
L̂1/2 has a zero on I{x,y}

∣∣∣L1/2, {x, y} ∈ E
∖ ⋃

C∈C1/2

C
)

= exp
(
− 1

ρ({x, y})
√
L̂x

1/2L̂
y
1/2

)
= exp

(
−2C(x, y)

√
L̂x

1/2L̂
y
1/2

)
.
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FIG. 1. Full lines are the edges visited by discrete loops. Double lines are additionaly opened
edges. Dashed lines are edges left closed. Dotted contours surround clusters in C′.

From Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.6 follows the alternative description of the
coupling between L1/2 and (φx)x∈V given by Theorem 1 bis; see Figure 1.

Observe that a posteriori the quantity 1 − exp(−2C(x, y)
√
L̂x

1/2L̂
y
1/2) equals

1 − e−C(x,y)|φxφy |.(3.5)

4. Alternative proof of the coupling. In this section we prove directly, with-
out using metric graphs, that the procedure described in Theorem 1 bis provides a
coupling between L1/2 and the Gaussian free field. We will denote by φ the field
constructed by this procedure and by ψ a generic Gaussian free field on G, so as
to avoid confusion.

Let e1 = {x1, y1}, . . . , en = {xn, yn} be n different edges of G. We denote by
G(e1,...,en) the graph obtained by removing the edges e1, . . . , en. G(e1,...,en) may not
be connected. Let κ(e1,...,en) be the killing measure on V defined as

κ(e1,...,en)(x) := κ(x) +
n∑

i=1

C(ei)(1x=xi
+ 1x=yi

).

Let (G(e1,...,en)(x, y))x,y∈V be the Green function of the Markov jump process
on G(e1,...,en) with jump rates equal to conductances and killing rates given
by κ(e1,...,en). Let (ψ

(e1,...,en)
x )x∈V be the corresponding Gaussian free field on

G(e1,...,en). Let H be the energy functional

H(f ) := 1

2

(∑
x∈V

κ(x)f 2
x + ∑

x,y∈V,{x,y}∈E

C(x, y)(fx − fy)
2
)
,
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and let

H(e1,...,en)(f ) := H(f ) +
n∑

i=1

C(ei)fxi
fyi

.

If V is finite, the distribution of ψ is

1

(2π)|V |/2 det(G)1/2 e−H(f )
∏
x∈V

dfx,

and the distribution of ψ(e1,...,en) is

1

(2π)|V |/2 det(G(e1,...,en))1/2 e−H(e1,...,en)(f )
∏
x∈V

dfx.

Conditional on ei /∈ ⋃
C∈C1/2

C for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, (L̂x
1/2)x∈V has the same

law as 1
2ψ(e1,...,en)2. If V is finite, then

P
(
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ei /∈ ⋃

C∈C1/2

C
)

= det(G(e1,...,en))1/2

det(G)1/2 ;(4.1)

see [14].

LEMMA 4.1. Assume that V is finite. Let ei = {xi, yi}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, be n differ-
ent edges of G. For any bounded functional F on the fields

E
[
F(L̂1/2); ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ei /∈ ⋃

C′∈C′
C′
]

(4.2)

= E

[
n∏

i=1

e−C(ei)(|ψxi
ψyi

|+ψxi
ψyi

)F

(
1

2
ψ2

)]
,

E
[
F(L̂1/2);E

∖ ⋃
C′∈C′

C′ = {e1, . . . , en}
]

= E

[
n∏

i=1

e−C(ei)(|ψxi
ψyi

|+ψxi
ψyi

)(4.3)

× ∏
{x,y}∈E

/∈{e1,...,en}

1ψxψy>0
(
1 − e−2C(x,y)|ψxψy |)F(1

2
ψ2

)]
.

PROOF. We begin with the proof of (4.2). Conditional on ei /∈ ⋃
C∈C1/2

C for

every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, (L̂x
1/2)x∈V has the same law as 1

2ψ(e1,...,en)2, that is to say

E
[
F(L̂1/2)

∣∣∣∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ei /∈ ⋃
C∈C1/2

C
]

= E
[
F

(
1

2
ψ(e1,...,en)2

)]
.
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Applying (4.1) we get that

E
[
F(L̂1/2); ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ei /∈ ⋃

C∈C1/2

C
]

= det(G(e1,...,en))1/2

det(G)1/2 E
[
F

(
1

2
ψ(e1,...,en)2

)]
.

Further,

det(G(e1,...,en))1/2

det(G)1/2 E
[
F

(
1

2
ψ(e1,...,en)2

)]

= det(G(e1,...,en))1/2

det(G)1/2(2π)|V |/2 det(G(e1,...,en))1/2

∫
e−H(e1,...,en)(f )F

(
1

2
f 2

) ∏
x∈V

dfx

= 1

(2π)|V |/2 det(G)1/2

∫
e−H(f )

n∏
i=1

e−C(ei)fxi
fyi F

(
1

2
f 2

) ∏
x∈V

dfx.

It follows that

E
[
F(L̂1/2); ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ei /∈ ⋃

C∈C1/2

C
]

= E

[
n∏

i=1

e−C(ei)ψxi
ψyi F

(
1

2
ψ2

)]
.

Then [see (3.5)]

E
[
F(L̂1/2); ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ei /∈ ⋃

C′∈C′
C′
]

= E

[
n∏

i=1

exp
(
−2C(ei)

√
L̂xi

1/2L̂
yi

1/2

)
F(L̂1/2); ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ei /∈ ⋃

C∈C1/2

C
]

= E

[
n∏

i=1

e−C(ei)(|ψxi
ψyi

|+ψxi
ψyi

)F

(
1

2
ψ2

)]
.

For the proof of (4.3) we will use the inclusion–exclusion principle

E
[
F(L̂1/2);E

∖ ⋃
C′∈C′

C′ = {e1, . . . , en}
]

= ∑
A⊆E

{e1,...,en}⊆A

(−1)|A|−nE
[
F(L̂1/2); ∀e ∈ A,e /∈ ⋃

C′∈C′
C′
]

= ∑
A⊆E

{e1,...,en}⊆A

(−1)|A|−nE
[ ∏
{x,y}∈A

e−C(x,y)(|ψxψy |+ψxψy)F

(
1

2
ψ2

)]
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= E

[
n∏

i=1

e−C(ei)(|ψxi
ψyi

|+ψxi
ψyi

)

× ∏
{x,y}∈E

/∈{e1,...,en}

(
1 − e−C(x,y)(|ψxψy |+ψxψy))F(1

2
ψ2

)]
,

but

1 − e−C(x,y)(|ψxψy |+ψxψy) = 1ψxψy>0
(
1 − e−2C(x,y)|ψxψy |).

Thus we get (4.3). �

PROPOSITION 4.2. The field (φx)x∈V constructed in Theorem 1 bis has the
law of a Gaussian free field on G.

PROOF. First we consider the case of V being finite and use identity (4.3).
Let F be a bounded functional on fields. Given a subset of edges A ⊆ E, we will
denote by C(A) the partition of V obtained by removing from G the edges in A

and taking the connected components. Let SA(F ) be the functional on nonnegative
fields defined as

SA(F )(f ) := 1

2|C(A)|
∑

σ∈{−1,+1}C(A)

F (σ
√

2f ),

where F(σ
√

2f ) means that we have made a choice of a sign which is the same
on each equivalence class of the partition C(A).

Let e1 = {x1, y1}, . . . , en = {xn, yn} be n different edges of G. By construction,

E
[
F(φ);E

∖ ⋃
C′∈C′

C′ = {e1, . . . , en}
]

(4.4)

= E
[
S{e1,...,en}(F )(L̂1/2);E

∖ ⋃
C′∈C′

C′ = {e1, . . . , en}
]
.

From (4.3) it follows that this in turn equals

E

[
n∏

i=1

e−C(ei)(|ψxi
ψyi

|+ψxi
ψyi

)
∏

{x,y}∈E

/∈{e1,...,en}

1ψxψy>0
(
1 − e−2C(x,y)|ψxψy |)

(4.5)

× S{e1,...,en}(F )

(
1

2
ψ2

)]
.

In (4.5) the factor
n∏

i=1

e−C(ei)|ψxi
ψyi

| ∏
{x,y}∈E

/∈{e1,...,en}

(
1 − e−2C(x,y)|ψxψy |)S{e1,...,en}(F )

(
1

2
ψ2

)
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depends only on the absolute value |ψ |. Two other factors take in account the sign
of ψ :

n∏
i=1

e−C(ei)ψxi
ψyi(4.6)

and ∏
{x,y}∈E

/∈{e1,...,en}

1ψxψy>0.(4.7)

Factor (4.6) multiplied by the nonnormalized density e−H(f ) of ψ gives the
nonnormalized density e−H(e1,...,en)(f ) of ψ(e1,...,en). The Gaussian free field on
G(e1,...,en). ψ(e1,...,en) is independent on each connected component of G(e1,...,en).
Factor (4.7) means that we restrict to the event on which the field has constant sign
on each connected component of G(e1,...,en). But conditional on ψ(e1,...,en) having
constant sign on each connected component of G(e1,...,en), these signs are indepen-
dent on each connected component, and − and + have equal probability 1

2 . This
implies that (4.5) equals

E

[
n∏

i=1

e−C(ei)(|ψxi
ψyi

|+ψxi
ψyi

)
∏

{x,y}∈E

/∈{e1,...,en}

1ψxψy>0
(
1 − e−2C(x,y)|ψxψy |)F(ψ)

]
.

Then summing on all possible values of E \⋃C′∈C′ C′, we get E[F(φ)] = E[F(ψ)]
and deduce that φ and ψ are equidistributed.

For the case of infinite V we approximate the graph G by an increasing sequence
of finite connected sub-graphs. Let x0 ∈ V . Let Vn be the set of vertices separated
from x0 by at most n edges. For n ≥ 1 let En be the set of edges either connecting
two vertices in Vn−1 or a vertex in Vn \ Vn−1 to a vertex in Vn−1. Gn := (Vn,En)

is a connected sub-graph of G. We consider the Markov jump process on Gn with
transition rates given by the conductances restricted to En, the killing measure
κ restricted to Vn−1 and an additional instant killing at reaching Vn \ Vn−1. Let
(GVn−1(x, y))x,y∈Vn−1 be the corresponding Green function and (ψ

Vn−1
x )x∈Vn−1 the

corresponding Gaussian free field. The associated Poisson ensemble of loops of pa-
rameter 1

2 is {γ ∈ L1/2|γ stays in Vn−1}. Let (φ
Vn−1
x )x∈Vn−1 be the field obtained by

applying the procedure described in Theorem 1 bis to {γ ∈ L1/2|γ stays in Vn−1}.
As shown previously φVn−1 has same law as ψVn−1 . Moreover φVn−1 converges in
law to φ and ψVn−1 to ψ . Thus φ and ψ have same law. �

5. Application to percolation by loops. In this section we consider the lat-
tices:

• Z2 with uniform conductances and a nonzero uniform killing measure,
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• the discrete half-plane Z×N with instantaneous killing on the boundary Z×{0}
and no killing elsewhere,

• Zd , d ≥ 3, with uniform conductances and no killing measure,

and we show that there is no infinite loop cluster in L1/2. Obviously there cannot
be such an infinite cluster if the Gaussian free field only has bounded sign clusters,
which is the case for Z2 with uniform conductances and a nonzero uniform killing
measure; see Theorem 14.3 in [11]. However, on Zd for d sufficiently large the
Gaussian free field has infinite sign clusters, one of each sign, and it is believed
that is the case for all d ≥ 3 [19]. However, at the level of the metric graph there
are no unbounded sign clusters of the free field.

The uniqueness of an infinite cluster of loops on Zd , d ≥ 3 and on Z2 with
uniform killing measure was shown applying the Burton–Keane argument in [3].
Next we adapt this argument to the case of loops on the discrete half-plane.

PROPOSITION 5.1. On the discrete half-plane Z × N with instantaneous
killing on the boundary Z× {0}, a.s. L1/2 has at most one infinite cluster.

PROOF. The general layout of the proof is the same as for the i.i.d. Bernoulli
percolation; see Section 8.2 in [10]. The law of L1/2 is ergodic for the horizontal
translations, and hence the number of infinite clusters in C1/2 is a.s. constant. The
next step is to show that this constant can only be 0, 1 or +∞. This can be proved
similarly to the i.i.d. Bernoulli percolation case, and we omit it. Then one has to
rule out the case of infinitely many infinite clusters.

For a ∈ N let

L>a
1/2 := {

γ ∈ L1/2|Range(γ ) ⊆ Z× [a + 1,+∞)
}
,

L>0
1/2 = L1/2 and all the L>a

1/2’s have the same law up to a vertical translation. A ver-
tex (x1, a +1) ∈ Z×N∗ will be an upper trifurcation if it is contained in an infinite
cluster of L>a

1/2, and if this vertex and adjacent edges are removed, the cluster splits
into at least three infinite clusters. Every vertex of Z×N∗ has equal probability to
be an upper trifurcation. Let it be p3. If with positive probability L1/2 has at least
three infinite clusters, then a vertex in Z × {1} has a positive probability to be an
upper trifurcation. This can be proved in the similar way as in the i.i.d. Bernoulli
case. Then we would have p3 > 0.

Let Tn be the set of upper trifurcations in [−n,n] × [1, n]. Let (zi)1≤i≤Nn be
an enumeration of Tn such that the sequence of second coordinates of zi , (ai +
1)1≤i≤Nn , is nonincreasing. Given zi , there are three simple paths, c1(zi), c2(zi)

and c3(zi), that connect zi to three different vertices on

∂
([−n − 1, n + 1] × [1, n + 1])

= {−n − 1} × [1, n + 1] ∪ {n + 1} × [1, n + 1] ∪ [−n − 1, n + 1] × {n + 1}
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that do not intersect outside zi and such that c1(zi) \ {zi}, c2(zi) \ {zi} and c3(zi) \
{zi} are contained in three different clusters induced by the clusters of L>ai

1/2 after
deleting the vertex zi . For i ≥ 2, two different paths, cj (zi) \ {zi} and cj ′(zi) \ {zi},
cannot intersect the same connected component of⋃

1≤i′≤i−1

(
c1(zi′) ∪ c2(zi′) ∪ c3(zi′)

)
because the set above is covered by the loops in L>ai

1/2 . Then as the Burton–Keane
proof, one sets c̃j (z1) = cj (z1) and iteratively constructs the family of simple paths
(c̃j (zi))1≤j≤3,2≤i≤Nn where the path c̃j (zi) starts from zi as cj (zi), and as soon as
it meets a path c̃ from the family (c̃j ′(zi′))1≤j ′≤3,1≤i′≤i−1, it continues as c̃. The
graph formed by the paths (c̃j (zi))1≤j≤3,1≤i≤Nn has no cycles, its leaves (vertices
of degree 1) are contained in ∂([−n − 1, n + 1] × [1, n + 1]) and the vertices zi

have, at least, degree 3. Thus

�Tn ≤ �∂
([−n − 1, n + 1] × [1, n + 1])= 4n + 3.

The expectation of �Tn cannot grow as fast as n2; hence p3 = 0. �

Next we give a simple upper bound for the probability of two vertices belonging
to the same cluster of L1/2. This is an inequality that holds on all graphs and not
specifically on periodic ones as considered previously in this section.

PROPOSITION 5.2. Let x, y ∈ V . Let

g(x, y) := G(x,y)√
G(x,x)G(y, y)

.

P(x and y belong to the same cluster of L1/2)

≤ P(x and y belong to the same cluster of L̃1/2)(5.1)

= 2

π
arcsin

(
g(x, y)

)
.

PROOF. Consider the set of extended clusters C′. The probability that x and y

belong to the same cluster in C′ is exactly

E
[
sign(φx) sign(φy)

]
.

In our coupling if x and y belong to the same cluster in C′, then the product
sign(φx) sign(φy) equals 1, and if this is not the case, sign(φx) sign(φy) equals
either 1 or −1, each with probability 1

2 .
One must to check that

E
[
sign(φx) sign(φy)

]= 2

π
arcsin

(
g(x, y)

)
.
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Let Z1 and Z2 be two independent standard centred Gaussian r.v.’s. We have the
equalities in law

(φx,φy)
(law)= (√

G(x,x)Z1,
√

G(y,y)
(
g(x, y)Z1 +

√
1 − g(x, y)2Z2

))
,

(
sign(φx), sign(φy)

) (law)= (
sign(Z1), sign

(
g(x, y)Z1 +

√
1 − g(x, y)2Z2

))
.

Then

E
[
sign(φx) sign(φy)

]= P
( |Z2|

|Z1| ≤ g(x, y)√
1 − g(x, y)2

)
,

Z2
Z1

follows the Cauchy distribution

1

π

dz

1 + z2 .

Thus

P
( |Z2|

|Z1| ≤ g(x, y)√
1 − g(x, y)2

)
= 2

π
arctan

(
g(x, y)√

1 − g(x, y)2

)

= 2

π
arcsin

(
g(x, y)

)
. �

In the case of a graph Zd (d ≥ 2) with positive constant killing measure, in-
equality (5.1) ensures an exponential decay of cluster size distribution. For Zd

(d ≥ 3) with no killing inequality, (5.1) implies

P(x and y belong to the same cluster of L1/2) = O

(
1

|y − x|d−2

)
.

However, this bound is certainly not sharp, and one expects that for d ≥ 5

P(x and y belong to the same cluster of L1/2) = O

(
1

|y − x|2(d−2)

)
;

see Proposition 5.3 in [3]. This also means that the percolation by discrete loops
on periodic lattices and the percolation by continuous loops on the corresponding
metric graphs behave differently.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Assume that L1/2 has an infinite cluster. Let C∞ be
this infinite cluster. Let x be a vertex and

θ(x) := P(x ∈ C∞).

Let u1 be the unit vector corresponding to the first coordinate

u1 = (1,0, . . . ,0).
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Let xn := x + nu1. From the invariance under translation by u1, it follows that
θ(xn) = θ(x).

P(x and xn belong to the same cluster of L1/2) ≤ P(x ∈ C∞, xn ∈ C∞).

L1/2 satisfies Harris–FKG inequality [14]. Thus

P(x ∈ C∞, xn ∈ C∞) ≥ θ(x)θ(xn) = θ(x)2.

It follows that

θ(x)2 ≤ 2

π
arcsin

(
g(x, xn)

)
.

Letting n go to +∞ we get that θ(x) = 0. �

Let d ≥ 3. Let Z̃d be the metric graph associated to the graph Zd . All edges
have length 1

2 . We consider the Gaussian free field (φz)z∈Z̃d on Z̃d and the fol-
lowing dependent percolation model on the edges of Zd : Let ω be the random
configuration on the edges of Zd with ωe = 1 (e is open) if |φ| has no zeros on Ie

and ωe = 0 (e is closed) otherwise. The set of clusters of ω is exactly C′, which
appears in the coupling of Theorem 1 bis. The free field on the metric graph has
an unbounded sign cluster if an only if there is an infinite cluster in C′, as the sign
clusters of φ that are contained inside the intervals Ie corresponding to the edges
are all bounded. We will show that this cannot happen. We will follow the same
pattern as for the proof of Theorem 2: first show that C′ can contain at most one
infinite cluster, then show that ω satisfies the Harris–FKG inequality and conclude
using inequality (5.1).

LEMMA 5.3. Let d ≥ 3. We consider the metric graph loops L̃1/2 on the met-
ric graph Z̃d associated to Zd . C′ is the trace on the vertices and edges of Zd of
the clusters of L̃1/2. With probability one C′ has at most one infinite cluster.

PROOF. According to Theorem 1 in [9], the uniqueness of the infinite clusters
is implied by translation invariance and the positive finite energy property. We need
only show the finite energy property,

P
(
ωe = 1|(ωf ,f is an edge of Zd and f �= e

))
> 0 a.s.(5.2)

Let e = {x, y} be an edge. We see (1
2φ2

z )z∈Z̃d as the occupation field of continuous
loops L̃1/2. The loops inside Ie and the excursions inside Ie from x to x and y to
y that do not cross entirely Ie are independent of (1

2φ2
z )z∈Z̃d\Ie

conditional on |φx |
and |φy |. Thus, according to the computations made in Section 3,

P
(
ωe = 1|(1

2φ2
z

)
z∈Z̃d\Ie

)≥ 1 − e−|φxφy |.
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Hence

P
(
ωe = 1|(ωf ,f is an edge of Zd and f �= e

))
(5.3)

≥ E
[
1 − e−|φxφy ||(ωf ,f is an edge of Zd and f �= e

)]
.

Since |φxφy | > 0 a.s., the right-hand side in (5.3) is a.s. nonzero, and condi-
tion (5.2) is satisfied. �

LEMMA 5.4. The random configuration ω on edges of Zd satisfies the Harris–
FKG inequality: given A1(ω) and A2(ω), two increasing events

P
(
A1(ω),A2(ω)

)≥ P
(
A1(ω)

)
P
(
A2(ω)

)
.(5.4)

PROOF. We see the field (1
2φ2

y)y∈Z̃d as the occupation field of the metric graph
loops L̃1/2. If the events A1(ω) and A2(ω) are increasing in the sense that opening
more edges in ω only helps their occurrence, then these events are also increasing
in the sense that they are stable by adding more loops to L̃1/2. Inequality (5.4)
follows from the FKG inequality for Poisson point processes (Lemma 2.1 in [12]).

�

PROPOSITION 5.5. Let d ≥ 3. We consider the metric graph loops L̃1/2 on
the metric graph Z̃d associated to Zd . C′ is the trace on the vertices and edges of
Zd of the clusters of L̃1/2. With probability one C′ has only finite clusters.

6. Random interlacements and level sets of the Gaussian free field. Let
d ≥ 3. As in Section 2 we consider the metric graph Z̃d associated to the graph Zd .
All edges have length 1

2 . We construct a continuous version Ĩu of the random in-
terlacement of level u on the metric graph Z̃d . First we sample Iu. Given a path w

in Iu we replace each jump from a vertex to its neighbor by a Brownian excursion
inside the linking edge, and we add Brownian excursions from a vertex visited
by w to itself inside adjacent edges such that the local time on the vertex equals
the time w spends in it [as in (2.2) for loops]. By construction Iu is the restriction
of Ĩu to the vertices. Ĩu has an occupation field (Ly(Ĩu))y∈Z̃d which is continuous
(because the occupation field of the Brownian excursions is), and its restriction to
the vertices is (Lx(Iu))x∈Zd . We will show that isomorphism (1.2) also holds in
the continuous setting on Z̃d . To this end we will use the approximation scheme of
random interlacement by excursions that appeared in [23].

Let K be a finite subset of Zd . Let Iu
K be the set of trajectories in Iu that visit K .

Given such a trajectory w we will denote by (wK(t))t≥0 the trajectory obtained by
setting the origin of times at the entrance time of w in K and running w onward
from this time. Conditional on wK

0 , (wK(t))t≥0 is a Markov jump process on Zd .
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Let Gn be the (discrete) graph obtained from the subgraph [−n,n]d of Zd by
identifying to one vertex x∗ the boundary of [−n,n]d , that is, the vertices{

(x1, x2, . . . , xd) ∈ [−n,n]d |∃!i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, |xi | = n
}
.

Between any two distinct adjacent vertices in Gn, the conductance is 1. Let (Xn
t )t≥0

be the recurrent Markov jump process on Gn starting from x∗. Xn jumps away from
x∗ with rate 2d(2n − 1)d−1. Let

τn
u := inf

{
t ≥ 0

∣∣∣ ∫ t

0
1Xn

s =x∗ ds = u

}
.

There are two sequences (Dn
j )j≥1 and (Rn

j )j≥1 with

0 < Dn
1 < Rn

1 < Dn
2 < Rn

2 < · · · < Dn
j < Rn

j < · · ·
of successive departure and return times of Xn from and to x∗. By convention we
set Rn

0 = 0. Xn is outside x∗ on time intervals [Dn
j ,Rn

j ) and in x∗ on intervals
[Rn

j−1,D
n
j ). Let

jn
u := max

{
j ≥ 0|Rn

j < τn
u

}
.

Let K be a subset of [−(n − 1), n − 1]d . Let

Jn
u,K := {

j ∈ {
1, . . . , jn

u

}|Xn visits K on [Dn
j ,Rn

j )
}
.

For j ∈ Jn
u,K we define the stopping time T n

K,j ,

T n
K,j := inf

{
t ∈ [Dn

j ,Rn
j )|Xn

t ∈ K
}
.

Conditional on j ∈ Jn
u,K and on the value of Xn

T n
K,j

, the trajectory(
Xn

T n
K,j+t

)
0≤t≤Rn

j −T n
K,j

is a Markov jump process on Gn run until hitting x∗ or equivalently a Markov jump
process on Zd run until hitting the boundary of [−n,n]d .

The next approximation result was shown in the first proof of Theorem 2.1 in
[23]:

LEMMA 6.1. Let K be a finite subset of Zd . The set of points{
Xn

T n
K,j

|j ∈ Jn
u,K

}
converges in law as n → +∞ to{

wK(0)|w ∈ Iu
K

}
.

The set of trajectories {(
Xn

T n
K,j+t

)
0≤t≤Rn

j −T n
K,j

|j ∈ Jn
u,K

}
converges in law to the set of trajectories{(

wK(t)
)
t≥0|w ∈ Iu

K

}
.
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Let G̃n be the metric graph associated to the graph Gn. Let (B
G̃n
t )t≥0 be a Brown-

ian motion on G̃n starting from x∗ and (L
y
t (B

G̃n))t≥0,y∈G̃n
its family of local times.

Let

τ̃ n
u := inf

{
t ≥ 0|Lx∗

t

(
B G̃n

)
> u

}
.

For r ∈ N∗ we denote by �̃r the metric graph associated to the subgraph [−r, r]d
of Zd (without identification of boundary points).

LEMMA 6.2. For all r ∈ N∗ the occupation field (L
y

τ̃n
u
(B G̃n))y∈�̃r

converges

in law as n → +∞ to (Ly(Ĩu))y∈�̃r
.

PROOF. The Markov jump process Xn on Gn is obtained from the Brown-
ian motion B G̃n through a time change by the inverse of the continuous additive
functional ∑

x∈Gn

Lx
t

(
B G̃n

)
.

Let n ≥ r + 1. The occupation field (L
y

τ̃n
u
(B G̃n))y∈�̃r

is obtained from the set of
discrete-space trajectories{(

Xn
T n

[−r,r]d ,j
+t

)
0≤t≤Rn

j −T n

[−r,r]d ,j

|j ∈ Jn
u,[−r,r]d

}
(6.1)

in the same way as the occupation field (Ly(Ĩu))y∈�̃r
is obtained from the trajec-

tories {(
w[−r,r]d (t)

)
t≥0|w ∈ Iu

[−r,r]d
}
.(6.2)

In both cases one adds Brownian excursions and takes the local times. According
to Lemma 6.1 applied to the set [−r, r]d , (6.1) converges in law to (6.2). This
implies the convergence in law of the field (L

y

τ̃n
u
(B G̃n))y∈�̃r

to (Ly(Ĩu))y∈�̃r
. �

PROPOSITION 6.3. Let (φy)y∈Z̃d be the Gaussian free field on the metric

graph Z̃d and (φ′
y)y∈Z̃d a copy of φ independent of Ĩu. The following equality

in law holds: (
Ly(Ĩu)+ 1

2φ′2
y

)
y∈Z̃d

(d)= (1
2(φy − √

2u)2)
y∈Z̃d .(6.3)

PROOF. Let φn be the Gaussian free field on the metric graph G̃n associated
to the Brownian motion with instantaneous killing at x∗ (φn

x∗ = 0). Let φ′n be a

copy of φn independent of the Brownian motion B G̃n starting from x∗. The second
generalized Ray–Knight theorem (see Theorem 8.2.2 in [17]) holds in this setting,(

L
y

τ̃n
u

(
B G̃n

)+ 1
2

(
φ′n

y

)2)
y∈G̃n

(d)= (1
2

(
φn

y − √
2u
)2)

y∈G̃n
.
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Since the φn converges in law to φ and according to Lemma 6.2, the field
(L

y

τ̃n
u
(B G̃n))y∈G̃n

converges in law to (Ly(Ĩu))y∈Z̃d , we get isomorphism (6.3). �

PROOF OF THEOREM 3. The coupling is the following: take a discrete-space
random interlacement Iu and extend it to a continuous interlacement Ĩu of the
metric graph Z̃d . Take a Gaussian free field φ′ on Z̃d independent on Ĩu. Using
isomorphism (6.3) we see (Ly(Ĩu) + 1

2φ′2
y )y∈Z̃d as (1

2(φy − √
2u)2)y∈Z̃d where φ

is a Gaussian free field on Z̃d and sample the sign of φ −√
2u using its conditional

law given |φ − √
2u|.

The continuous occupation field (Ly(Ĩu))y∈Z̃d is strictly positive on all the ver-
tices and inside the edges visited by the discrete random interlacement Iu. In iso-
morphism (6.3), (|φy − √

2u|)y∈Z̃d is strictly positive on these vertices and inside
these edges. This means that each trajectory in Iu is contained in a sign cluster of
φ − √

2u, which is necessarily unbounded. But according Proposition 5.5, φ has
only bounded sign clusters on the metric graph and a fortiori the connected compo-
nents of {y ∈ Z̃d |φy >

√
2u} are all bounded. Thus in our coupling all the vertices

visited by Iu are contained in {y ∈ Z̃d |φy <
√

2u}, and since these are vertices,
they are contained in {x ∈ Zd |φx <

√
2u}. �

The fact that for all h > 0, {x ∈ Zd |φx < h}, seen as a dependent site percolation
on Zd , has an infinite cluster was proved in [2]. However, Theorem 3 may be used
as an alternative proof of this fact.
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